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Want You There

The Baltimore Camera Club looks
forward to your presence as we
gather at the Williamsburg Inn on
Pulaski Highway. The month of June
is upon us, thus on Tuesday, the
20th we will come together at the
Williamsburg Inn for a special so-
cial time with good food, pleasant
ambiance and milieu with friends
for a time of comradeship; as well
as, the occasion given to acknowl-
edgments.

The Baltimore Camera Club takes
this special time to acknowledge
the members of the group that have
excelled in photography; that is,
those with the outstanding prints
and slide productions. They also
acknowledge those who have
given of themselves unselfishly to
the success of the Club life. They
even just say,”thank you".
Who is the Baltimore Camera Club?

The B C C is you, your presence and
participation; as well as, those
that accompany you. You see, after
this month, some of B C C members
will go on their travels, others
will be busy on photo-shoots, while
still others will be working on
their photographic production; yet
still, others will gather at Mt.
Washington UMC meeting room every
other week {two meetings in July
and August} to carry on some inter-
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3UHVLGHQW·V�0HVVDJH esting creative activities with
their cameras. What will you do?
Won't you join us. The Baltimore
Camera Club wants you there.
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and Sharpen Edges settings.
6. Convert LAB back to RGB color.
7. Adjust Contrast: Image > Adjustments >
Levels or Auto Levels

-----------------------------------------------------
Adobe Photoshop Bend a Straight Line
Subject to a Curved Arc.

1. Open image, make a Background Copy
Layer(drag to icon)

2. Edit > Transform > Rotate 90 CCW

3. Filter > Distort > Shear

4. Click once in middle of line and drag
line to left as needed > OK
(Shear only works on a vertical line)

5. Rotate back (Edit>Transform>Rotate 90
CW)

-----------------------------------------------------
Adobe Photoshop Digital Gradient Filter

1. Take two photographs of exactly the
same subject. One image should be well
exposed for the dark areas and the bright
areas will be overexposed. The second
photo should be correctly exposed for the
bright areas and the dark areas will be un-
derexposed.

2. Import both images into Photoshop.

3. Drag the overexposed image on top of
the underexposed one, do this while hold-
ing  the SHIFT key down. This will place
them as aligned layers.

4. Make a layer mask for the overexposed
image by clicking on the layer mask icon
at the bottom of the layers palette.

5. Click on the layer mask to make it ac-
tive, and then select the linear gradient
tool.

6. Drag a line from the top of the image
toward the bottom until you reach the part
of the image that it's not overexposed. Ex-
amine the image and repeat this step if nec-
essary.

How to install a printer profile

On a Windows machine, do a right click and
click Install. The profile then appears in Photo-
shop drop-downs.

In Mac OS-X drop the file in the Profiles folder.
Open a window, click the home button. Navigate
to Library->ColorSync->Profiles. Drop the pro-
file into Profiles and it is available to all applica-
tions, not just Photoshop.

-------------------------------------------------------------
Adobe Photoshop Healing Brush

Take advantage of the ability of the Healing
Brush to "use all layers." Add a blank layer
above your image and in the Options Bar, check
the Use All Layers box. Then use the Healing
Brush as usual, but now the pixels appear on the
new layer. Then you can use the layer's opacity
and/or blending modes to alter the effects of the
Healing Brush.

-------------------------------------------------------------
Adobe Photoshop Extract Tip

When you use the Extract command to separate a
person from the background, don't drag the ex-
tracted person onto a different document. In-
stead, drag the "new" background into the docu-
ment with the person. That way, you can still use
the History Brush to fix any minor problems with
the edges of the extracted person. (Think about
it-if you drag the person over to a new document,
the person isn't in the History palette and can't be
adjusted.)

-------------------------------------------------------------
Adobe Photoshop Chromatic Noise Reduction

Open the file in Photoshop and select a dark neu-
tral area with chromatic noise and view it at
100%, then:
1. Convert RGB to LAB Color: Image > Mode >
Lab Color.
2. Select channel “a”.
3. Apply Smart Blur: Filter > Blur > Smart Blur
> radius 7.9 > Threshold 6.3 > quality High >
OK.
4. Sharpen Edges: Filter > Sharpen > Sharpen
Edges.
5. Select channel “b” and repeat the Smart Blur
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This technique produces
an image much like using
a neutral density gradient
filter and
works best with a bright
sky over a dark fore-
ground.

Ansel Adams Quote

"We must

remember that a

photograph

can hold just as

much as we put

into it, and no one

has ever

approached the

full possibilities

of the medium."
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Hello Karen,

If you have room, please place an ad
for an Epson Photo 2200 Printer –
Brand new, original box, never
opened. $550.00 – extended payments
from club member. Contact Kathleen
Risk 410-338-1225.

Thanks

Kathleen Risk

I have a Gitzo G-1320 tripod and Gitzo
G-1376 ball head for sale. Both are in
great condition and am looking to sell
both together for $275.00. Let me
know if you need any other info.
Thanks, Alan.

Alan Wilder 410-486-9666

I have a lot of darkroom equipment
that I am giving away free (moving to
a retirement community). Some pretty
good stuff such as a Durst 35mm
autofocus enlarger, Omega dichroic
enlarger, darkroom sink, constant
voltage transformer, paper safes, and
so on. Ideally, I would like to
find someone to take all of it - it would
fill up a van and maybe then some.

Please pass this on to anyone that
might be interested. I live in
Arnold, MD.

John Schultz
schultzy@schultzy.org
410-757-7225
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JUNE 12 FIELD
TRIP

BROOKSIDE
GARDENS

BUTTERFLY
HOUSE

July 8 Field Trip
Baltimore Inner

Harbor
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Gordon and Gary were on one of
their famous “Old Rag” mountain
back packing trips and after the

evening dinner and sunset watch-
ing they settled into the tent for
the night. Several hours later,

Gary startled his sleeping friend.
“Gordon, wake up and tell me

what you see.”

Gordon rubbed his eyes and
looked up to the night sky. “Stars.
I see billions and billions of stars,”

he said.

Gary pressed further, “What does
that tell you?”

“Billions of stars signal the poten-
tial existence of millions of plan-
ets,” Gordon yawned. “The posi-
tion of the moon tells me it’s Am.”

“What else?” Gary questioned.

“I’m tired,” Gordon whined. “What
does it tell you?”

After a brief pause, Gary replied,
“Gordon, it tells me that some un-
scrupulous person has stolen our

tent.”

7UDYHO
3ODQV���������
6SULQJ�����
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Baltimore Camera Club News June  2004

&RPSHWLWLRQ�5HVXOWV�0D\�3ULQWV
1st

2nd

3rd

4th

5th

HM

1st Paul McKeown Western Union

2nd Kathleen Risk Stashed Tea

3rd Jack Wenig The Museum

4th Arnold Noznitsky Grand Canyon #2

5th Kathleen Risk Monday

HM Jack Wenig All Alone

1st Paul McKeown View From The Board

2nd Gordon Risk Fells Point Building

3rd Gary Faulkner Dune Circles

4th Paul McKeown Backstage River Dance

5th Jay Daley Echinechea

HM Karen Messick The Edge of Night

1st Anna Santana The Bird  Man

2nd Anna Santana Highland Town Hon

3rd John Eybs Ben Franklin Bridge

4th Arnold Noznitsky African Crown Crane

5th John Eybs Fortress

HM Arnold Noznitsky The Forgotten Pier

NOVICE MONOCHROME PRINTS UNLIMITED/ NOVICE MONOCHROME PRINTS

UNLIMITED COLOR PRINTSNOVICE COLOR PRINTS

1st

2nd

3rd

4th

5th

HM

1st

2nd

3rd

4th

5th

HM

NOVICE COLOR SLIDES UNLIMITED  SLIDES

&RPSHWLWLRQ�5HVXOWV�0D\�6OLGHV
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BCC Calendar  2004

Thursday May 27 Slide Competition (June)

Thursday June 3 Print Competition

Saturday June 5 Field Trip Gettysburg, Pa.

Thursday June 10 BCC Election Night Open Discussion Gripe Night or Great Night

Saturday June 12 Field Trip Butterfly Show House Brookside Gardens

Thursday June 17 Annual Photo Auction

Thursday June 22 Awards Banquet End of Year Awards Distribute Focal Point

Thursday July 1 Field Trip  7:00 PM Inner Harbor Meet in Front of The Science Center

Saturday July 3 Antietam Battlefield
Concert at 7:00 PM

Fireworks at 9:45 PM

Sunday July 4 Harborplace Tall Ships Antique Cars Fireworks at 9:30

July 16-18 Artscape at Mount Royal

Thursday July 22 Print Critique Bring in 4 prints, color or black and white for con-
structive discussion

Thursday July 29 Program Open

Thursday August 12 Macro Night Bring Your Camera and Some Subjects to share

Thursday August 26 Slides of Summer Bring in 8 slides of anything you wish to share
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PRESIDENT Barbara K. Smothers 410-728-0723 barkiahs@aol.com

V.P. PROGRAMS John Bedke 410-997-1731 bedke@stsci.edu

V.P. CONTESTS Jane McManus 410-429-5545

V.P. CONTESTS Tony Webb 410-415-7376 awebb3296@aol.com

TREASURER Michael Boardman 410-433-8976 boardman@math..jhu.edu

SECRETARY OPEN

MEMBER AT LARGE Gene Bessette 410-536-8108 eugene@crosslink.net

MEMBET AT LARGE Liana Rieckert 410-943-4820 lianarieckert@yahoo.com

WEB SITE ADMINISTRATOR Lea Mulqueen 410-667-9181 l.mulqueen@att.net

FOCAL POINT EDITOR,  MEM-
BER AT LARGE

Karen Messick 410-337-2939 karenskier@aol.com
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The Contest Committee...
would like to remind everyone that the compe-
tition will begin sharply at 8:00, not before.
Please be prompt. If you arrive late any compe-
tition that has not yet been judged, you may en-
ter.

The Program Committee....Requests

While taking photos this summer, keep your
EYE out for Images that capture the American
Spirit. Patriotic or otherwise. Its a great country
our ancestors have fought hard for and lets
show a little appreciation for our Country with
Images in the Fall that show your vision of our
Patriotic/American Spirit!

♦ %RDUG�0HPEHU�2SHQ
�3RVLWLRQ�
6HFUHWDU\��6WHS�XS�DQG�KHOS�WKH
FOXE�FKDUW�LW¶V�FRXUVH��ZKLOH
NHHSLQJ�WUDFN�RI�LW¶V�PHHWLQJ
PLQXWHV�
♦ Job Descriptions and Duties for All
Board Member Positions will be
drafted and in Hopes of clarifying the
duties of all the members.

New Ideas...........

Hello Karen,

 We just got another car and looking at MVA
I was wondering if the Baltimore Camera
Club had special tags..I see tags with many
different organizations. Would anyone in the
Club like to get License tags with the Balti-
more Camera Club on it?? It could be a great
way of promoting the club....Just a
thought..Here's a link from MVA Organiza-                
tional Plates                    
I would sign up for them.
Anna Santana
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Web Surfin’

By Paul McKeown

A good example of an all round
photographer’s site-
www.bobatkins.com

Some interesting quotes from fa-
mous photographers -
www.photoquotes.com

My site, finally up & running -
www.celticlight.net

Lenses from Russia, some interest-
ing stuff here, will fit most
makes of camera using adaptors
(but no AF or auto diaphragm)
www.rugift.com

Find us at -
www.baltimorecameraclub.org.
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Top Of Your Print Backside as you look at
the back, the Top Left should be labeled

with:

Title

Maker

Category  Color/Monochrome

Level   Novice/Unlimited

The placement of the label orients the image
for the competition.

Top of Slide Here

Marking Slides

Slides entered in competition must have the following
information on the slide mount:

THUMB SPOT

TITLE

LEVEL  Novice or Unlimited

MAKER’S NAME

Above is an illustration on how to correctly label a
slide.

THUMB SPOT

A "thumb spot" must appear on the front of the slide in
the lower left corner as viewed normally when hand
held. It can be a stick-on marker available in camera
or stationary store or any clearly identifiable spot
made with a pen or marker. It's purpose is to insure
correct placement in the projector tray for slide com-
petition.

Title
Your Name
Category
Level
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After staring at the "white balance" button on my
camera I decided to see what it is. After several un-
intelligible explanations I came accross this at a
website operated by Michigan Tech:

What is white balance? It all boils down to the con-
cept of color temperature. Color temperature is a
way of measuring the quality of a light source. It is
based on the ratio of the amount of blue light to the
amount of red light, and the green light is ignored.
The unit for measuring this ratio is in degree Kelvin
(K). A light with higher color temperature (i.e., larger
Kelvin value) has "more" blue lights than a light with
lower color temperature (i.e., smaller Kelvin value).
Thus, a cooler (resp., warmer) light has a higher
(resp., lower) color temperature. The following table
shows the color temperature of some light sources.

Light Sources Color Temperature in K

Clear Blue Sky 10,000 to 15,000

Overcast Sky 6,000 to 8,000

Noon Sun and Clear Sky 6,500

Sunlight Average 5,400 to 6,000

Electronic Flash 5,400 to 6,000

Household Lighting 2,500 to 3,000

200-watt Bulb 2,980

100-watt Bulb 2,900

75-watt Bulb 2,820

60-watt Bulb 2,800

40-watt Bulb 2,650

Candle Flame 1,200 to 1,500

Note that Kelvin values listed in the table are
approximates rather than exact. Moreover, a new light
bulb and new flash have higher color temperature than
their old and used equivalents, and an electronic flash is
designed to have a color temperature comparable to that
of average sunlight.
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The human brain can quickly adjust to different
color temperatures. More precisely, our eyes,
with the help from the experience we learned,
see a white paper as a white paper no matter it
is viewed under strong sunlight or in a room il-
luminated with incandescent lights. Unfortu-
nately, color films can only correctly record the
colors in certain range of color temperatures.
Therefore, we have daylight and tungsten films.
On the other hand, digital cameras are very dif-
ferent! Digital cameras usually have built-in
sensors to measure the current color tempera-
ture and use an algorithm to process the image
so that the final result may be close to what we
see (with our eyes, of course). But, the algo-
rithm(s) being used may not be accurate
enough to make every situation correct. Under
some difficult situations when the in-camera al-
gorithm is not able to set the color temperature
correctly or when some creative and special ef-
fects are needed, we can instruct the camera
to use a particular color temperature to fulfill
our need. This adjustment that makes sure the
white color we view directly will also appear
white in the image is referred to as white bal-
ance.

Setting white balance incorrectly may cause a
color shift in the image. For example, suppose
the camera is told to use a color temperature of
sunlight to take an image of an indoor environ-
ment illuminated mainly by incandescent lights.
The camera will expect excessive blue light and
less red light, and set its algorithm to be more
sensitive to the blue light. However, in an envi-
ronment illuminated with incandescent lights,
color temperature is low with excessive red
light rather than the blue one. As a result, we
shall see a reddish or yellowish image.

On the other hand, suppose we set the camera
to a low color temperature (e.g., that of incan-
descent light) and take a photo under sunlight.
Because the white balance is set to incandes-
cent light, the processing algorithm is more
sensitive to the red light rather than the blue
one. Hence, the resulting image will be bluish.

Contributed By,      J. Daley
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